Make Over with Linda Blacker and Elbie Van Eeden
I met up with Linda in London and to my delight and relief she was super down to earth and
didn’t need a big fancy lunch, just a juice in a Costa! So we plonked ourselves on a sofa and
started to star burst visions at each other. I think we got quite excited with one another’s
ideas. Linda had it in her mind to turn me into a cartoon character. The image needed to
embody, my insatiable sense of fun, unusual beauty and create a visual that ‘The Band’ part of
men And The Band could be anything from solo, duet, band orchestra or flying instruments!

So firstly I bought a yellow mac with matching
welly boots. Practised posing and sent Linda

The mad was too long so
I pinned it to the length
I needed, put a net
petticoat under it to try
to get it to flare to give
it a look that the wind
was blowing it. (Linda’s
brilliant idea).

I had help sewing it shorter
(Dzienkuje Mama!) and
cleverly with my folks we
brain stormed how to make
the coat lift with imaginary
wind. We ended up splitting
the back seem and threading
coat hangers in to it, much
like a pants dame’s skirt…the
effect was such.
I cut out paper buttons and
stuck them on the existing
ones too, to give it a cartoon
homemade feel.

Next I set about choosing clouds, again!
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I sewed a new
seem on top of
the existing
white thread with
black wool to
make it more
visible and
obvious they
were stitched not
glued.

Next I had the the fun
task of cutting out
wings for the
instruments and welly
boots. My friend lent
me her brother’s Tuba
(Thanks Lucy!) I had a
keyboard, always
prepare more than you
need right?
This was soon much fun,
how lucky am I to be
able to make my dreams
come true!

Visiting Linda was a lovely day, she is so
efficient and modest. Relaxing in the skilled
hands of Elbie while in make up. I was
wardrobe department and while I was getting
ready Linda photographer the instruments.

Selfie with the ladies, couldn’t bring myself to
take the make up off, drove all the way home
like that, did the shopping in the super market
like that and had dinner with my family like
that! Much to my children’s dismay!

The rest is history, you’ve seen the images
they are just too much better than I ever
could have imagined, which I wrote a song
about, naturally. It was so much fun, and
inspiring that I have since made my stage
performance flying welly boots, check it out on
Instagram - Mee And The Band.

The End
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